
NB/60 SPECIAL



Machine suitable for product packing in large-size cartons, but
specifically designed for cartoning powder detergents, fertilizers or
similar products.
This unit its normally equipped by specific electronic weighers or one of
our dosing units expressly studied and tested for the different
products.This is an adjustable-speed, continuous-motion machine with a
particularly robust structure.
In designing the unit, close focus was placed on obtaining simple and
fast size changeover and reducing maintenance to the utmost. The
machine has been designed for operation by unskilled operators. This
machine is also available with step-by-step motions and in numerous
versions according to specific Customer requirements.

BEHAVIOUR

The cartons are loaded on the blanks magazine and automatically
conveyed to the machine forming system.
After entering the machine the cartons undergo outside flap marking,
gluing and bottom closing before reaching the filling area.
Around the filling area specific dust extraction nozzles are installed to
prevent any contamination of the surrounding area and reduce hazard
risks for the operator.
Product dosing can be done using a volumetric system with telescopic
cylinders. auger filler, electronic weighers or equipment for the automatic
introduction of bags, multiple products, etc.
The carton is then finally glued and closed on top before being conveyed
to outfeed.
It is also complete with:
- Electronic system for production speed adjustment.
- Size changeover adjustment.
- Ongoing adjustment of product volume and weight.
- Infeed automatic control and production data store.
- Flap cleaning system, vibrator, cup loader and special devices for each
single product.
- Electronic unit for programming and storing the gluing parameters and
other automation parameters.
- Full accident-prevention protection devices in compliance with the law
and CE mark.



VARIANTS AND OPTIONAL

- Personalize special closures.
- Special devices for carton closure with thermo-welded inner liner.
- Carton closure with glued inner liner.
- Gluing: cold glue or HOT-MELT standard with or without Sift proof.
- Electronically programmable size changeover.
- Out tolerance carton ejector on side recovery belt. 
- Check weigher: with dynamic weighing and autocorrection. Applicable
in the filling area or to the carton way-out from the machine. Combined
to printer or other terminal.

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL NB/60/SP/12
Carton Dimension - Height 220 min/450 max (130 min/300 max)
Carton Dimension - Thickness 60 min/170 max (60 min/160 max)
Carton Dimension - Width 150 min/340 max (125 min/250 max)
Free air consumption 120 NL/1'
Input power 9,6 Kw
Operating pressure 6 Bar
Production speed 55/1' (40-120/1')
Weight Kg. 4680



NB/60 SPECIAL

Our specialists bring their expertise at your disposal to find the solution best suited to your case.
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